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Abstract: Universities are cradles of innovation, with many start-ups involved in sustainable energy
solutions. The extent in which such solutions reach the market and the kind of risk-related factors
young firms encounter, are hardly known and understood. We aim to clarify market introduction
and focus on the empirics of firms’ risk-taking behavior related to strategic choices, competences, and
interactions with (national) ecosystem conditions. We use a unique dataset of almost 110 university
spin-off firms and a small selected sample from this set. A total of 60% of spin-offs are able to reach
the market, most of them in the first five years of spin-offs’ lives. Wind energy provides the best
chances, as compared to such things as solar photovoltaics (PV) and advanced biomass. In-depth
results suggest the high probability of quick market introduction in ‘Innovation Leader’ countries,
like Sweden and Denmark, if combined with employing rich collaborative networks. A second set
of favorable influences includes a practical mindset and accessing substantial investment capital.
In contrast, strong risks tend to be connected to activity in fundamental inventions, highly specialized
technology, weakly developed (sub) markets, poorly built networks, and short refunding time of
substantial investment. This study provides a unique contribution to understanding the market
introduction of sustainable energy solutions and risk-taking in this effort by young high-tech firms,
among others, connected to differences between countries.

Keywords: entrepreneurship; sustainable energy technology; market introduction; university
spin-offs; risk-taking; competence; entrepreneurial ecosystem; Northwest Europe

1. Introduction

Fighting climate change, in particular greenhouse gas emissions, has become a pressing
issue in recent years in the European Union, country governments, cities, universities, and
businesses, as evidenced by various assessment reports and long-term strategic visions (e.g., [1–4]).
Technology, both existing and emerging, is an important source of solutions, alongside knowledge
on practical applications. High-tech start-up firms are increasingly seen as important actors in the
(transitional) change of energy systems, as evident from the growing publication of (inter)national lists
of such firms (e.g., [5,6]). Due to their involvement in developing and introducing new technology,
high-tech start-ups are particularly acknowledged for their ability to develop disruptive innovations due
to their willingness to ‘cross borders’, adopt flexibility, idealistic orientation, creativity, responsiveness,
and a forward-looking attitude, and overall to take various risks that are mitigated through dynamic
networking with large firms. Also, different from established (large) firms, they have no reputation to
lose after been involved in mistakes [7–9].

However, literature also witnesses doubt, talks about ‘potentials’ and addresses the need for
research agendas [10–14], and provides even clearly pessimistic views, emphasizing high risks,
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complexity, and ambiguity, connected with the energy system’s resistance to change, and a broader
‘liability of newness’ [15–17]. A focus on the potential of high-tech start-ups in sustainable energy not
only highlights developing new technology solutions and bringing them to market, but also addresses
scaling-up production to enable structural change of (urban) energy systems [12]. In scaling-up
solutions, once more many risks need to be taken, related to ‘make or buy’ decisions, channels of
internationalization, and financing new activities [18].

The specific young firms’ segment taken into account in the current paper, is that of university
spin-off firms. In general, these firms are independent ventures established by graduates or university
staff with the mission to bring novel university knowledge to market. Compared with other start-ups,
they tend to lack market knowledge and practical skills in management and marketing but enjoy
more benefits from university support, not only concerning technology, but also access to important
additional knowledge and networks [19–23].

Only a small number of studies have addressed market introduction of sustainable energy products
and processes by university spin-off firms, and this conforms to an overall weak attention to firm-specific
factors and ecosystem conditions [24–27]. There are a few studies on ‘drivers’ or determinants of
sustainability innovation and risk-taking among small firms, including firm-specific factors, and there
is work that connects perceived barriers with firm profiles. However, these studies do not provide
longitudinal and in-depth insights into time and ways to market; such investigations have only recently
emerged [28]. Against this backdrop, this current study aims to clarify market introduction and the
time involved, by exploring the influence of selected spin-off firms’ risk-related factors. The questions
we address can be detailed as follows: what are the patterns of market introduction, and what is
the influence of risk-related factors connected to firms’ strategic choice, competence, and broader
interaction with business ecosystems? In addition, what may be the implication of market introduction
for scaling-up the innovation?

The study draws on a representative sample of spin-offs in energy sustainability in Denmark,
Finland, Norway, Sweden (Nordic countries), and the Netherlands and on a selected subsample,
including a set of in-depth case studies to identify preliminary types of spin-offs with regard to
firm antecedents. The justification of selecting this ‘corner’ of Europe, is that the innovation and
competitive profiles on the country level are often strongest in the European Union; this with the
exception of Norway and also the Netherlands in the past 10 to 15 years [29]. Sustainability or social
entrepreneurship tends to be an early stage phenomenon [30], more so than traditional high-tech
entrepreneurship, because a sustainability goal is not fully compatible with commercial goals and
strategies and comes with additional risks of early failure. In selecting Denmark, Finland, and Sweden,
facing highly favorable opportunities, we could focus in more detail on later stages’ ways to market
introduction and scaling-up, not mainly early failure. By also including representative spin-offs in
Norway and the Netherlands, we inserted more differentiation in the sample.

The following empirical contribution to literature has been achieved. First, based on representative
data, we observed that a small majority of university spin-off firms (60%) reached the market and most
of them at an early age (before six years) were apparently at lower risk-levels; this suggests better
opportunities in wind energy and energy saving as compared to solar photovoltaics PV and advanced
biomass in less established markets. Secondly, based on a qualitative study, the risk factors identified
tend to stem from specific strategic choices and mainly external institutional and organizational factors,
including constraints from regulation, poor arrangements in financing innovative activity, and one-sided
developed firms’ networking. Theoretically, the results contribute to preliminary understandings
through the integration of risk-related thinking with firms’ strategic choices, firm competences, and the
utilization of firms’ entrepreneurial ecosystems, seen from a resource-based perspective.

The paper unfolds as follows. In Section 2, sustainable energy systems and technology as well as
the entrepreneurial perspective (strategic choice and competence) and the entrepreneurial ecosystem
approach are discussed. This is followed by methodology, including data collection and brief principles
of rough-set analysis (Section 3). In Section 4, results are presented, including patterns of market
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introduction, including age and energy technology, and sets of influencing factors and risks in market
introduction, the last illustrated by six spin-off firms. Section 5 closes the paper with a reflection,
indication of future research, and preliminary recommendation.

2. Context and Theoretical Approaches

2.1. Context: Energy System Approach and Transition

An energy system can be seen as a collection of interacting physical/technology elements,
such as power plants, distribution grids, technology firms, metering systems, etc., but also of related
social elements, including individuals, firms, governments, institutions and related regulations,
standards, pricing regimes, etc. All these elements together with their strong linkages constitute the
socio-technical system of energy, and partially also of transport systems (engine and fuel technology).
Bringing about changes in energy systems, particularly substitution of energy sources, implicates
the involvement of a large numbers of actors—on both the technical and social side—along with
their networks and interconnections, and consequently a concomitant dealing with resistance to
structural change or transition [31–35]. In a conceptual approach to such socio-technical systems,
emphasizing comprehensiveness and complexity, three levels are distinguished, the so-called regime,
landscape, and niche. The regime is the solid structure that accounts for stability in the system, and
this refers to sets of rules that direct and coordinate social and economic groups in reproducing various
system activities; for example, through lock-in mechanisms, in particular sunk cost impacts, vested
interests, user preferences and practices, and experienced business models. The next level is the
landscape (non-spatial) and this refers to broader sets of influences and environmental (external)
pressures for transition. Accordingly, the landscape includes the macro-level of political cultures
and national support for particular systems (e.g., in alignment with the Paris Agreement on climate
change), and broader trends in macro-economic growth and technology development, thereby creating
a broader context of opportunities as well as constraints to radical change.

On the lowest level of the system are the so-called niches, providing room for nurturing novel
projects and for learning about market introduction (business models), adjustment in regulation,
and upscaling; for example, using real-life experimentation labs and demonstration projects, outside
the constraining influence of regular market forces. Niche projects are often well-organized in
supporting protected learning and experimentation, eventually supporting in bridging the ‘chasm’
to become ‘mainstream’ and accomplish transition pathways [36–43]. On the firm (project) level,
convincing learning results eventually achieved with local communities may support in fighting
constraints and increasing legitimacy towards large firms, financial institutions, and governments,
thereby enabling further investment, testing, and eventual upscaling towards larger markets [44].

Coming back to transformative change, resistance is specifically connected to the centralization
in current energy systems, given the fact that renewable energy technology, such as wind
and solar, particularly the last one, enables more decentralized production and consumption.
Decentralized production on a small scale and in a distributed pattern, often close to where consumption
is, comes with major savings for consumers, but the changes may also render part of the central grids
redundant and affect the business model of central grid providers [45–49]. In addition, consumer
prices may be higher compared to conventional solutions while user comfort may be lower in early
years, and financial investors may have preferences accordingly. In conclusion, market introduction of
sustainability technology connected to transformative change is more complicated and requires more
risk-taking compared with technology without such change, in particular in a stronger mobilizing of
resources with emphasis on financial ones [48,49]. This situation justifies the emphasis on different
degrees of risk-taking and mitigation of risk in our research framework.
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2.2. Research Framework and Operationalization

To explore technology spin-offs’ market introduction and time involved, we examine the
relevant understandings of firms’ antecedents with regard to risk-taking. In principle, commercial
entrepreneurship is an act of risk-taking in itself [50]. However, in sustainable entrepreneurship the
main goal tends to be bringing sustainability solutions quickly to market and upscaling, eventually
contributing to system change, dependent among others on entrepreneurs’ ambitions (emotions)
or feeling for responsibility. Compared to commercial entrepreneurship, this situation introduces
uncommon motivations and decisions causing earlier and more severe constraints and risks, calling for
stronger awareness and proactiveness (e.g., [51,52]).

We explore a resource-based model with emphasis on competence and risk-related factors: (1)
strategic choice, reflecting different degrees of risk-taking regarding use of technology, products, and
markets of energy sustainability solutions (e.g., innovativeness, specialization) and two factors that
enable the realization of strategic choice through resources (competence); (2) firm specific competence
in terms of different awareness and understanding of risk-taking, ranging from small awareness to
strategic and (proactive) dealing with risks, enabling mitigation by mobilizing additional resources;
and (3) firms’ interactions with the entrepreneurial environment to access additional resources that
may prevent and mitigate risks, but may also be a source of new risks, like constraints from regulation
(standards). Note that there may be interactions between the sets of factors (Figure 1), like between
competence in networking achieved through education at university and its influence on the richness
of networks (ecosystem).
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Figure 1. Research framework of risk-related firm antecedents. * Refers to basic entrepreneurial choice
and risk-taking of technology, product, and market. ** Refers to competence in gaining resources,
including awareness and knowledge on risk and risk mitigation. *** Refers to accessing additional
resources in business ecosystems to mitigate risk, mainly through networking, but also to facing new
risks, like from regulation.

2.3. Risk-Related Strategic Choices

Risk-taking in strategic choices is mentioned as a dimension of entrepreneurial orientation
(EO) that in general refers to organizational processes, motivation, practices, and decision-making
activities that firms use to act entrepreneurially. Entrepreneurial orientation as a posture reflects
innovativeness, risk-taking, proactiveness, and competitive aggressiveness [53–57]. We measure
risk-taking in strategic choices using the following four indicators: specific energy technology, the way
of value creation, strategy archetype including first mover, followers, etc., and product/market focus or
diversification [58–61], as reflected in practical business models and plans [61]. Further, the specific
energy technology a firm selects comes with different risks, as some technologies have already been
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accepted in the market, like wind energy and hydropower, more than solar PV energy, though the
last one as well as biomass are running up more recently [62]. Another important risk-related
decision is whether to be involved in fundamental improvements, like new types of solar cells
(e.g., nanomaterials for improved conversion efficiency), as opposed to incremental improvement or
practical application of sustainability devices, which we name in this study ‘way of value creation’.
The related innovation strategy (strategy archetype) like first mover or early/late follower [18,58] comes
with different opportunities but also with different risks. First movers are first in the market and can
take a large market share, but they may also face risk of inventions that are not yet perfect at that time,
a situation providing strong opportunities to early followers to learn and improve. Finally, a main
entrepreneurial decision is to remain focused on the invention (and its market) or to diversify; for
example, using the same/similar technology for other products/services (platform technology), or to add
services in the same market. Diversification is an important way of reducing risks if market introduction
is still far away [59,60] but it may also deter focal attention from the new solution, eventually increasing
delay in market introduction. A slight diversification, for example with services and closely related
(traditional) products, seems however not problematic; instead, it may be supportive in learning about
the market (e.g., on specific customer demand and business models), and avoiding the risk of the ‘the
valley of death’ [17].

2.4. Risk-Related Competence

The competence-based view posits that owning competence to make better use of resources,
including identifying needs for new resources and how to acquire them, may increase
competitiveness [63–65] and this has attracted a lot of attention to the composition of the founding
team with regard to human capital [66–69]. In sustainability entrepreneurship competitiveness may
not have first priority, but questions on whether the technology (solution) works in reality (pilots),
how to position the new solution in the market (market segmentation), and the financial risks that need
to be prevented may have first priority [18,52]. We prefer to highlight competence in awareness on
risks, and strength of awareness ranging from low to strong awareness, the last including a proactive
dealing to prevent or mitigate risk. Early and strong awareness enables the development of capabilities
to acquire those resources that are needed in quickly changing situations of risk [70–74]. Most recently,
in theory and practice of dynamic capabilities, attention has increased for dealing with uncertainty and
risk [72]. We measure differences in competence using two indicators; first, highest education in starting
teams thereby referring to more practical orientation through MSc education versus more academic
orientation through a PhD (and often academic career), the last coming with weaker awareness on
practical application of technology and business risks. The second indicator is owning a business
and/or market experience by founding team members. Such experience may particularly increase early
awareness about risks and risk mitigation.

2.5. Entrepreneurial Ecosystems

Entrepreneurial ecosystems (EES) may help in the prevention or mitigation of risks but may also be
the source of (new) risks. In general, in EES thinking, small high-tech firms act in myriads of networks
and relationships which are partially in close proximity (city/region), and well-developed ecosystems
contribute to productivity and persistence of high-growth entrepreneurship [75–78]. Emphasis is put
on institutional and organizational conditions, in particular networks that enable entrepreneurial
identification and commercialization of opportunities, including outcomes on risk-taking choices.
The approach is not entirely new as attention has been given to knowledge spillovers, seedbed
conditions, talent, specialized services, and opportunities for competition and collaboration in earlier
literature, like on regional innovation systems (RIS) and clusters [79–84]. In our framework of
risk-taking, we used as indicators of interaction in entrepreneurial ecosystems (1) poor versus rich
networking in gaining important resources and capabilities [9,75], (2) specifically gaining investment
capital [14]. By using the first indicator we can also picture alliances with larger firms including their
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roles in launching customers and providing channels in internationalization. We also use a broad
indicator at the country level (National Innovation System, NIS) (e.g., for quality of the entrepreneurship
and innovation system), and group the countries accordingly.

In more detail, building and maintaining diversified networks is not an easy task, and could
be a risk in itself, for example when relations with friends, family, and colleagues shift towards
‘arms’ lengths ones’, in which business rules apply, like with energy providers, car manufacturers,
battery industry, or turbine manufacturers [85–88]. In contrast, other young firm segments may
easily act somewhat proactively by collaborating in niches with a diversified partner set, enabling
open experimentation and demonstrating results that are convincing for policy makers and future
users [89–91]. Further, gaining substantial investment is highly relevant, but often a risk among young
high-tech spin-offs, particularly after first (informal) investments. Lack of capital is worrisome in next
testing at a larger scale, while the spin-off fails to be sufficiently attractive for professional investors like
venture capitalists and banks, causing the emergence of the ‘valley of death’ [17]. Such situations matter
in sustainability markets that grow relatively slowly due to higher customer prices and smaller comfort
as compared to accepted solutions. The risk of being affected particularly matters for firms in hardware,
machinery, instruments, and new materials, who face large investment needs and eventually a quick
depreciation. Supportive entrepreneurial ecosystems are seen as providing sufficient opportunities for
accessing finance in a timely manner, though the question can be posed whether venture capital and
more fundamental energy inventions properly match [92].

With regard to the National Innovation System (NIS), national conditions may include assets
like entrepreneurial and risk-taking culture and national supportive schemes of incentives and
venture capital, preventing or mitigating risks [93–98]. As indicated by countries’ positions in the
European Innovation Union Scoreboard [96], Norway is assigned the label of Moderate Innovator
and the Netherlands that of Innovation Follower, while Denmark, Finland, and Sweden are qualified
as Innovation Leaders. We mentioned that in the past years, the situation in the Netherlands
has been almost similar to that of Norway, typically with a high level of scientific output but
weak commercialization efforts, apparent from small firms innovating in-house, indicating a weak
entrepreneurial risk-taking culture [97]. On the other hand, energy consumption and policies clearly
differ between the two countries. Norway produces a huge share of sustainable energy mainly
on account of hydropower, while the country exploits large oil/gas reserves mainly for exports.
In contrast, in the recent past, the Netherlands was endowed with large natural gas reserves, which is
in part domestically used as well as for export, in an overall strong orientation on fossil fuels [99].
Also, the Netherlands once supported innovation in wind energy, but this policy was abandoned for
various years, causing emerging risks for young firms at the time involved in wind energy or planning
to do so.

Another source of variation in risk-taking between countries is the institutional side of intellectual
property (IP [100–102]. IP regimes may influence scientists’ commitment and involvement in
commercialization of inventions, such as through founding a spin-off firm [100,101]. Quite recently,
the Nordic countries have faced a shift in ownership rights from professors (Professor Privilege) to the
university, except for Sweden, (Denmark in 2000, Norway in 2003, and Finland in 2007). In Norway,
the shift in ownership to the university has caused approximately a 50% decrease in the rate of starting
up a firm by university researchers [100] and potentially more risk-taking among them. In addition,
universities have reinforced this shift by establishing technology transfer offices (TTOs) or the like.
Such developments should be taken into account in our analysis, however, the differences in years
(and time-lags) involved, require a detailed exploration on individual country level which goes beyond
the current study.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Dataset 1: Full Sample (Descriptive Analysis)

We composed a sample of 107 university spin-off firms active in development and market
introduction of sustainable energy inventions in Northwest Europe, including the four Scandinavian
countries of Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden, and the Netherlands. During the data collection
which took place from 2017–2018, we used multiple sources: existing in-depth interviews by the
authors or other persons engaged in spin-off development at TU Delft (PhD students); firms’ website
presentation at different points in time; internet coverage, for example through branch journals
like Nordic Green and trend studies; university websites on spin-off firms; reports/messages on
firms connected to the European Institute of Innovation & Technology Climate - Knowledge and
Innovation Community EIT Climate-KIC (most recent years); annual reports of investment (venture
capital) companies and consortia; and internet communication on acquisition, capital investment,
and bankruptcy. These sources were used to answer a structured data list of firm antecedents of market
introduction, which was cross-validated and checked by both authors (in 2018). In case of doubt,
supplementary data were collected through telephone or email. The retrospective data included the
following: composition of the founding team (education and experience); important events and years,
namely, firm establishment, pilot projects and other testing, introduction of the invention to market,
and exit; type of networks and collaborating partners, and gaining of investment capital; and a set of
data on the energy technology in which the spin-off is involved, and other strategic choices including
value creation, strategy archetype, and diversification (focus).

The observation period was from 1998 to 2018. The reason for selection of these years was that we
wanted to understand to what extent sustainability entrepreneurship and market introduction are early
stage or later stage phenomena, since emphasis in literature is on early stage [30]. Such a long period
also enabled us to picture eventual upscaling of the innovation. In the data collection, we ‘screened’
all above-mentioned sources—particularly older years—for energy spin-offs that were founded but
also closed down within this period; we identified 37 of them. However, we may have missed some
of these spin-offs, potentially causing non-survival bias. For that reason, we checked whether the
ones that closed down but were included in Dataset 1 were substantially different from the ones that
survived up to 2018, in terms of market introduction and energy system (Appendix A). A total of 65%
of the sampled spin-offs survived in 2018, while 35% could not survive, due to bankruptcy (13%) or
acquisition (21.5%). As can be expected, non-survivors in our dataset face a lower share of market
introduction, namely 43% as opposed to 69% among survivors. The difference is not large enough
that we need to expect an important bias in our sample. In addition, simulation results—‘increasing’
the number of non-survivors in the sample by about 10%—indicate only small differences in market
introduction (Appendix A).

3.2. Dataset 2: Selected Sample (Rough-Set Analysis)

Using Dataset 1, we composed a selected subsample of 37 spin-off firms (Dataset 2). Different from
analysis of Database 1 which aimed at representativeness in a statistical sense, analysis of the
subsample made use of a conscious composition that reflects sufficient variation in theoretical positions
(contrasts) as indicated in the research framework (Figure 1) with firm antecedents like country,
energy technology, diversification versus focused strategy, and capabilities through experience. Of
course, using a small selected sample and applying a specific ‘theoretical’ selection does not allow
statistical generalization of the results. Instead, the approach enables ‘generalization’ on the basis of
theoretical positions of the spin-offs [103,104], like a ‘typical’ combination of country and collaborative
networks. Such combinations and concomitant development in market introduction are presented
as so-called rules derived from rough-set analysis, and are basically preliminary, calling for further
testing. In addition, the list of risk factors as derived from different ‘theoretic positions’ (Table 5) ought
to be seen as preliminary as well.
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We applied a fuzzy-based method, rough-set analysis, to the selected subsample
(Dataset 2) [105–107]. The advantages of this analysis are as follows: in contrast to traditional
regression analysis, no assumption is made about a normal distribution of the data, and no emphasis
is put on linear and cumulative ways of thinking. Instead, causal relations may be indicated by
multiple interaction effects as expressed as combinations of conditions (rules) [108]. The procedure is
stepwise. As a first step, data on each individual spin-off firm including their variables are used to
compose the so-called information table, serving as a basis for a systematic analysis of the framework
(Figure 1). The information table is a matrix in which spin-offs are arranged on the basis of their nine
independent variables (condition attributes) and dependent variable (decision attribute). Next, the
basic procedure in rough-set analysis works through attribute reduction (i.e., finding a smaller set
of condition attributes with the same or close classificatory power as the original set of attributes).
Further, on the basis of a reduced information table, the analysis composes decision rules in various
rounds. A decision rule is presented in an ‘IF condition(s) THEN decision’ format.

Rough-set analysis is increasingly recognized in literature as a useful classificatory method,
including elements of causal relations. This holds for example for comparing performance of firms and
marketing strategies, evaluation of development of urban revitalization projects, university incubator
projects, transport systems, etc., particularly when it comes to analyzing small samples and qualitative
data [109–113].

4. Patterns of Market Introduction

4.1. A Small Majority

We measured market introduction as the year of first sales. For firms faced with a somewhat
vague borderline between last testing and customer market by using launching customers, we include
the year of main launching customer activity as indicated by the firms. Market introduction is often
seen relative to age, providing an indicator of time to market. The full sample (Dataset 1) indicates
that market introduction has been achieved by a small majority of spin-offs, 64 out of 107 (60%)
(Table 1). With regard to age, 70% of the spin-offs reach the market in the first five years of their life,
with year 4 and 5 as the largest category (30%). The pattern suggests more difficulty and risks in
market introduction after the age of five and conversely it points to advantages of young age.

Table 1. Market introduction (MI) by age of spin-offs from 1998–2018 (Dataset 1).

Age of MI Frequency (abs) Share (%) Cumulative Share (%)

0–1 14 21.9 21.9

2–3 12 18.7 40.6

4–5 19 29.7 70.3

6–7 8 12.5 82.8

8–9 8 12.5 95.3

9+ 3 4.7 100.0

Total 64 100.0

Sustainable energy and related transport solutions in this study encompass production and use
of renewable energy sources; improved production and use of traditional sources (e.g., cleaner and
more efficient); energy saving in buildings and industrial processes; and new types of energy storage
(batteries). In terms of technology, we observed, for example, the use of new materials at nanoscale
(solar PV, batteries) and new chemical processes (hydrogen-related), new principles in mechatronics
(e.g., gearless turbines in wind and in hydro, wave and current applications), technologies that make
fuel production more sustainable, like in exploration and exploitation of oil/gas (sensors, imaging)
and in advanced use of biomass (membranes, sensors), new vehicle technology (fuel and engine),
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and electric vehicles and charging systems. Markets in the countries concerned in this study have
quickly developed for wind energy in the past years, but solar PV and biomass have recently increased.
In our analysis, we distinguished the following technologies: solar PV, wind, new vehicles, biomass
related, and energy saving, the last including advanced smart lighting and/or heating in houses, offices,
and industrial processes. When comparing, we observed different trends of early and late market
introduction and failure in reaching the market (Table 2). Note that the numbers of spin-offs are too
small for drawing solid conclusions, but we may observe a trend of best chances for early market
introduction and for market introduction at all for wind energy and energy saving solutions (69% and
64%, and 75% and 79%, respectively) and a trend of strikingly smaller chances for solar energy (32% and
46%, respectively). Vehicle technology tends to be in-between. Spin-offs tend to be the least successful
in bringing advanced biomass solutions early to market, including new sources like algae and new gas
upgrading technology.

Table 2. Trends in age of market introduction per energy technology from 1998–2018 (Dataset 1).

Energy Technology Early (Age 0–5)
Introduction

Late (Age > 5)
Introduction

All
Introduction

Failure in
Introduction Totals

Solar 7 (32%) 3 (14%) 10 (46%) 12 (54%) 22 (100%)

Wind 11 (69%) 1 (6%) 12 (75%) 4 (25%) 16 (100%)

Vehicle technology 7 (47%) 2 (22%) 9 (60%) 6 (40%) 15 (100%)

Advanced Biomass 2 (15%) 4 (31%) 6 (46%) 7 (54%) 13 (100%)

Energy saving 9 (64%) 2 (14%) 11 (79%) 3 (21%) 14 (100%)

Others * 9 (33%) 7 (26%) 16 (59%) 11 (41%) 27 (100%)

Totals 45 (42%) 19 (18%) 64 (60%) 43 (40%) 107 (100%)

* Includes technologies related to energy storage (batteries), hydrogen/fuel cells, wave/tidal and hydro energy,
sustainable oil exploration, and exploitation.

4.2. Microscopic Views on Positive and Problematic Development

To explore details of positive as well as problematic or risk-full development on the way
to market introduction, we turn to the selected sample of spin-off firms and rough-set analysis
(Dataset 2). As a result of experimentation and robustness checks aimed at balance between classification
power and detail that is redundant, we reduce the number of classes per variable mostly to two.
Accordingly, value creation as an indicator of strategic choice is inserted in the rough set analysis as
technology fundamentals, like gaining higher conversion efficiency of solar cells versus improving
the application, like curving solar cells in roof tile shape and smart energy (saving) services. Strategy
archetype is identified as ‘first mover’ if the solution is completely new and radical, versus ‘follower’
or ‘customer intimate’. Diversification is determined using firms’ announcements of a main additional
product or substantially new services, like entering the computer screen market with thin film
technology (originally for producing solar cells). Further, market/business experience is measured
as the pre-start experience of one of the founders versus no experience, while technical (scientific)
competence versus practical competence is indicated by the majority of PhDs versus merely a Master
level degree. Networks are measured as stable relations focusing on resources and actor involvement, by
using two classes as follows: none or few (like mainly academic research or mainly pilot-related) versus
many and diverse (like investors, testing partners, customers, suppliers, etc.). Accessing substantial
investment capital is indicated as small amounts or nothing versus amounts exceeding 1 million Euro.
Finally, national innovation systems are included using countries’ profiles in the Innovation Union
Scoreboard from a few years ago (2015): Innovation Leaders (Denmark, Sweden, Finland) versus
Innovation Followers or otherwise (Netherlands and Norway).

The measurement of the independent variable (decision attribute) in rough set analysis is as
follows. Given the above identified five-year borderline and various robustness checks, five years after
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a firm’s start is taken as the dividing line. The label positive development is assigned to a short time
to market introduction (in the first five years), or (if not reached the age of five years, given limits of
our observation period) a short time/successful pilot testing and favorable follow-up, while the label
problematic development is assigned to firms facing a longer development/testing time, exceeding the
age of five years (see Table 3). The table indicates sufficient variation in scores for most variables.

Table 3. In rough set analysis (descriptive results of selected sample, n = 37).

Variables Attributes’ Share

Condition Attributes (‘independent’ variables)
Strategic Choice

Energy technology Solar: 35.1%; Wind: 18.9%; Other (biofuels, fuel cells, combination, etc.):
27.0%; Automotive: 18.9%

Value creation Core (fundamentals) of energy technology: 67.6%
Additional application of technology: 32.4%

Strategy archetype First mover: 35.1%
Otherwise (follower/customer intimate): 64.9%

Diversification/focus Diversification: 27.0%; Focus: 73.0%

Competence

Market/business experience Business experience: 56.7%; No business experience: 43.3%

Technical/practical competence PhD: 70.3%; only Master: 29.7%

Interaction in Entrepreneurial Ecosystems

Developing networks Multiple: 54.1%; Otherwise (no/one-sided): 45.9%

Accessing investment capital No: 54.0%; Yes: 46.0%

Countries’ profile in innovation
Finland, Denmark, Sweden (Innovation Leaders): 43.2%

Norway (Innovation Follower): 18.9%
Netherlands (Innovation Follower): 37.8%

Decision Attribute (‘dependent’ variable)

Development in bringing
inventions to market Positive: 59.5%; Problematic: 40.5%

Source: Adapted from [113] (Table 3.1).

The rough set procedure leads to 11 rules, of which we showed the eight strongest (Table 4). It is
worth noticing that we used the following quality checks of the rough-set procedure and outcomes
(Appendix B). The first step is the determination of condition attributes in the ‘core’, namely those
ones with the strongest classification power. These turn out to be energy technology, richness of
networks (single/multiple), and countries’ innovation profile. The quality of classification of attributes
in the core is 0.84, which is below the maximum of 1.0 but still acceptable, whereas the quality of
classification of all condition attributes is 1.0. Next, a validation of the rules is performed by using
K-fold cross-validation. This is a method to evaluate predictive models by randomly partitioning the
sample into K subsamples in which one of them acts as a validation set for testing the model and the
rest of the K-1 subsamples are put together to form a training set [111]. The results have a sufficient
level of accuracy (almost 70% in total) for obtained decision rules (Appendix B).
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Table 4. Rules on bringing energy inventions to market.

Rules as Combinations of Condition Attributes * Decision
Attribute **

Coverage
***

Strength
% ****

Positive Development

1 Country (Innovation Leader) and employing
multiple networks Positive 11 50.0

2 Practical competence and gaining investment capital Positive 7 31.8

3 Energy technology (wind) and strategy archetype
(Follower) Positive 6 27.3

4 Energy technology (vehicle/fuel) and developing
multiple networks Positive 5 22.7

5 Energy technology (advanced technology) and
country (Innovation Leader) Positive 4 18.2

Problematic Development

6 Energy technology (solar PV) and employing a
single network and strategy archetype (follower) Problematic 7 46.7

7 Country (Norway) and maintained focus and
scientific competence (PhD) Problematic 4 26.7

8 Energy technology (other sustainable energy) and
country (Netherlands) and value creation (core) Problematic 3 20.0

* Relatively weak rules (strength lower than 15%) are not shown. There is some overlap between the identified rules
(causing the total number of spin-offs covered by the rules being larger than the total sample size (37)). ** ‘Dependent’
variable as positive/negative development in bringing inventions to market. *** Absolute number of cases covered
by a rule (similar value of ‘dependent’ and ‘independent’ variables). **** Share of such cases in all cases with the
same value of the ‘dependent’ variable. Source: Adapted from [113].

Further, in determining the importance of the decision rules, we used strength and coverage.
The strength of a decision rule indicates the share of all spin-off firms displaying the same combination
of condition attributes (rules) and decision attribute, in all spin-offs with the same value of the decision
attribute. Rough-set analysis works by learning, meaning that after various rounds the optimum
number of rules becomes apparent as a balance between useful detail and redundant information.
In the final results presented here (Table 4) the highest strength reached was 50% with a coverage
(absolute number of spin-offs involved) of 11.

We now discuss the strongest rules, first the ones concerning a positive development and a
strength of at least 15% (Table 4):

• Rule 1 indicates that the combination of operating in an Innovation Leader country
(Denmark, Finland or Sweden) and employing multiple networks makes a positive development
towards the market very likely, at a strength of 50%. It points to a combined positive influence
of the entrepreneurial ecosystem, regarding favorable national institutions and policy support
together with employing rich networks.

• Similar, but weaker (at a strength of 32%), Rule 2 indicates that the combination of mainly a Master’s
level as the highest education of founders and gaining substantial investment capital, makes a
positive development to market likely. As assumed, a more practical and less academic/scientific
orientation tends to be an advantage.

• Somewhat weaker (at 27%), Rule 3 indicates that the combination of wind energy technology and
being a follower in the market makes a positive development likely. The rule points to a positive
impact from taking smaller risks as a follower in an already more or less established market.

• Likewise (at 23%), Rule 4 indicates that the combination of automotive fuel technology and
developing multiple networks makes a positive development likely. This rule puts an emphasis
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on the benefits of multiple networks in a situation of potential resistance from established
automotive technology.

• Rule 5 (at low strength) indicates that spin-offs dealing with more advanced or radical energy
technologies still have a chance to face a positive development if established in an Innovation
Leader country.

The rise of a problematic development is more difficult to understand as it appears from a
somewhat lower strength of the rules and combinations of often three condition attributes. We discuss
the strongest rules (at strength of at least 15%: Rules 6 to 8) as follows:

• Regarding Rule 6, the combination of solar PV technology, a poor collaboration network, and acting
as follower, makes a problematic development likely, at a strength of 47.5%. It suggests that
despite taking smaller risks (as follower) strong network collaboration is required in bringing solar
energy solutions to market, also referring to competition from large Chinese solar cell producers
active in Europe at a relatively low customer price.

• Rule 7 is less strong (at 27%) and indicates that spin-offs in Norway, with a strong focus and high
scientific skills (PhD) are likely to develop in a problematic way. This rule suggests problematic
risks in basic research and in maintaining focus and scientific orientation. Such spin-offs may face
the ‘valley of death’ or they may have gained substantial investment capital in time, however, at a
too short refunding period.

• Finally, Rule 8 (at 20%) indicates that spin-offs in the Netherlands engaged in technology, such as fuel
cells and alternative biomass (algae) in more basic (core) research, are likely to develop in a problematic
way. Such spin-offs tend to be engaged with pilot plants and larger scale testing for a longer time,
thereby requiring substantial financial investment (and eventually face the ‘valley of death’).

We summarize the above outcomes as trends in theoretical positions as follows. First, the selected
energy technology is most prominently present in rules on positive and problematic developments.
Secondly, interaction with the entrepreneurial ecosystem tends to have a strong influence on positive
development as witnessed by the prominent presence in the strongest rules: country NIS, developing
multiple networks, and accessing investment capital. By contrast, a problematic development happens
more often as a result of combinations of negatively working risk-related choices, such as those
involved in the fundamentals of a technology.

4.3. Microscopic Views on Risk Factors

We address trends in risk factors and the time these tend to emerge on the way to market (Table 5),
derived from our qualitative studies. We tentatively conclude that most risk factors are connected to
specific strategic choices and potential failure in firm–ecosystem interaction, mainly in later testing.
The last ones refer to institutional and organizational risks, for example, dealing with pressure from
regulation and refunding conditions, and the inability to build fertile networks. In our data, we
observe spin-offs that take risks but are able to prevent negative impacts by ‘counter-acting’, like in
intensive experimentation in niches, or adding a limited set of related products/services to gain cash
flow, while other spin-offs take risks but cannot prevent negative impacts. We also observe ones
that avoid risk-taking, like in being active in services and an established market. The list in Table 5
is preliminary because of the partial character of the framework (firm antecedents) and the limited
number of case studies; in addition, some risk factors tend to overlap by acting on different levels
(broader, more specific).
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Table 5. Preliminary list of risk factors faced by spin-offs.

Firms’
Antecedents Specification of Firms’ Risk Factors Emergence

Strategic choice

Involved in solar PV and other more advanced technologies All times

Acting as first mover All times

Involved in fundamental solutions All times

Involved in highly specialized technology and small markets Defining the market

Hurried market introduction at lower quality innovation Later testing and
market introduction

Not active in services or traditional products (while needed to
avoid the valley of death)

Later testing
(extended pilot)

Competence
Missing practical competence and orientation All times

Poor preparation by founders (easy-going mentality) Early testing

Poor signaling of emerging competition All times

Entrepreneurial
ecosystems (EE)

interaction

Lack of institutional-level benefits (incentives) from sustainable
energy (national policy) and from large firms All times

Lack of investment capital (loans/venture capital) Later testing

Short refunding time of substantial loans/venture capital Later testing

Missing opportunities to experiment in niches (poor networks) Later testing

Poor collaboration networks with large firms, policymakers, etc. Later testing

Limiting regulation, for example public safety and combustion Later testing

Poor warning for emerging competition All times

4.4. Illustration with Case Studies

We discuss six spin-offs to illustrate the main trends as represented by early/late market
introduction, conditions in relatively strong rules, and risk factors (a summary is in Table 6).

Case study 1 (Sweden, established in 2012) represents a positive development towards market
introduction, in particular Rule 1. With its revolutionary vertical and partly floating wind turbines on
sea, market introduction has not been reached yet but seems very close, as there are many positive signs
like successful testing in full sea (2015) and gaining financial capital through quotation (stock market).
The networking is quite diverse including an alliance for implementation, collaboration with a German
multinational and supplier of components, financial investors from wind energy and offshore/marine
operations, electricity firms (distributors), etc. The spin-off is currently preparing the construction of
a commercial wind turbine system near the coast of Norway. At the same time, to avoid risk from
pressure of early refunding, the spin-off started to create revenue by entering into collaborations
concerning a broader application of renewable energy, like in fish-farming. Overall, the development
time of the invention after firm start was five/six years.
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Table 6. Summary of case studies (observed up to 2017).

1. Vertical Wind
Turbine

2. Sun
Simulator

3. EV *
Charging

4. Wind Farm
Services

5. Solar Panel
Application 6. Biogas Membrane

MI (market
introduction)

and rules

Planned MI
Rule 1:

-Sweden
-Rich networking

Early MI
Rule 2:

-Master level
-Sufficient
Investment

Early MI
Rule 2:

-Substantial
investment

-Master level

Early MI
Rule 3:

-Wind energy
-Follower

No MI
Rule 6:
-Solar

-Single networks
-Follower

Early MI
Rule 7:

-Norway
-PhD level

-Focus

Founded in 2012 2011 2005 2009 2011 2008

Invention Vertical and
floating (cost-saving)

Solar cell testing at
highest accuracy

Quick vehicle
charging

Integrated, high
efficiency

Construction of panels in
open space

Efficient and clean gas
upgrade

Profile path Positive Positive Positive Positive Problematic ‘Borderline’

Networks Multiple Multiple Multiple Multiple Single Multiple

(Potential) risk factors
-Fundamental

solution
-Early refunding

-Strong specialization
with small market

-Short in funding
-Lack of learning

(experiments)
n. a.

-Poor preparation
-No credibility
-Poor network

-Regulation
-Lack of national support

-Academic orientation
-Regulation

-Pressure of refunding
-Hurried market

introduction

Timeline

First main investment
(amount) 2016 (stock market) 2014

(reasonable)
2008–2010

(substantial)

No main
investment

(limited)

No main investment
(limited) 2010 (substantial)

Pilot success 2015/16 2012 From 2008 on Not known Limited 2013

MI ** Prepared in 2017/18 2012 (launching
customers) 2009 2010 Not applicable 2013

SCU *** Not yet 2014, 2016 2010 Not selected Not possible Limited

State end of 2017 Preparation large
scale application

Scaling-up in global
markets

Acquired
Scaling-up by
multinational

company (MNC)

Increasing
innovativeness Closed down in 2013 Closed down in 2014

* EV = electric vehicles; ** MI = market introduction; *** SCU = scaling-up (global markets).
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Case study 2 (Netherlands, established in 2011) represents a positive development towards market
introduction, in particular Rule 2. The spin-off is involved in testing equipment for solar PV; first,
mainly for sales to universities and research institutes, later on for solar cell manufacturers and users.
The product is an improved innovation, namely, an ‘artificial’ sun (simulator) working at the highest
level of accuracy. To avoid risk from strong specialization, the firm is also involved in related products
like testing equipment of influence of weather conditions on solar cells and related services, but only
to a limited extent. The spin-off employed substantial diversity in domestic networks as evidenced by
collaboration with the local university, research institutes, and firms as testing partners. In addition,
using an investment relationship, the spin-off acquired a US-based firm, which avoided the risk of a
small market (due to strong specialization) by increasing the market both regarding customer segments
and geographic location. In addition, substantial investment was accessed once, in 2014, when the
innovative product was already in the market. Furthermore, the spin-off’s management is practically
oriented and also benefits from an MBA education (one founder). Time to market was short in this case
study, namely, two years. Currently the spin-off is attempting to increase global scaling-up, for example
in the Far East.

Case study 3 (Netherlands, established in 2005) developed hardware and software for charging
stations for electrical vehicles, with a focus on reducing charging time without causing damage to the
battery. This spin-off also represents a positive development (Rule 2), equally suggesting the importance
of a practical orientation and gaining substantial investment capital, the last through different financial
investors, including foreign (Canada) and Dutch venture capitalists, and a battery company (Taiwan).
Remarkably, the firm also showed the ability to organize and benefit from national pilots and niche
experimentation, and to learn from practice together with important actors, among others a local
multinational company (MNC). However, the firm failed to collect sufficient investment capital—or
it missed the willingness to do so—after market introduction in the next step of global scaling-up
(US and China) and decided to be acquired by the local MNC with which it already collaborated.
Accordingly, scaling-up takes place within the MNC. Time to market was relatively short with four
years, while survival time was six years.

Case study 4 (Finland, established in 2009) represents a positive development and Rule 3, indicating
importance of a low-risk follower strategy—as a service provider—in a more or less established energy
market (wind power). The firm developed a novel integrated approach to wind energy exploitation
and was engaged in preparation and management of wind farms on land, including the spatial
lay-out of wind turbines. To increase efficiency, the firm started to outsource specialized services.
Accordingly, there was no need for substantial capital investment. Market introduction took place
in 2010, only one year after firm foundation. The firm steadily increased its market share in Finland,
but decided not to further extend scaling-up and invested in research and development (R&D) to
improve the efficiency of wind farms.

Case study 5 (Netherlands, established in 2011) represents an absence of market introduction, in
particular Rule 6, suggesting a negative influence of being active in solar energy as a follower,
while missing multiple collaboration networks (and credibility). The firm designed a novel
support system (construction) for solar panels covering public spaces, like open-air parking places.
However, in the next steps it started to face regulation obstacles from construction rules and safety
protection in public places, at the same time that no large firm in the Netherlands was interested in
producing solar energy. However, large firms in the US were seriously interested in the support system,
but the spin-off was two years old and employed only two persons, and accordingly it failed to gain
sufficient credibility in time. When collaboration was established with a large firm, it was too late.
The spin-off closed down without having received substantial investment capital and without reaching
the market. The basic risk factor was an easy-going mentality without solid preparation prior to firm
start concerning regulatory issues in construction and public safety. Another, external risk factor was
the weak attention in the domestic market (Netherlands) for solar energy at the time.
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Case study 6 (Norway, established in 2008) represents early market introduction while facing
problematic aspects, specifically indicated by Rule 7. We would qualify this case study as ‘borderline’.
The product is an advanced carbon membrane serving to upgrade biogas into biofuel (cars, busses) in a
cheaper and cleaner way. The founders’ competence was mainly at the PhD level and they took the risk
to maintain their academic setting and orientation (scientific publications). Important collaboration
(e.g., pilot testing with food industry and waste treatment) was established later on, but this could
not prevent the delay (caused by environmental regulation) that slowed down market introduction.
At the same time, pressure from refunding large amounts of capital (about four million Euro) was
increasing. Nevertheless, market introduction of the membrane followed relatively quickly, probably
at a somewhat low quality level of the membrane. This situation was the background of liquidation of
the spin-off in 2014. As the spin-off is a joint venture with the university, it is plausible that research on
membranes can be continued at university. All in all, market-introduction was at age five while the
spin-off reached only the age of six. The following risk-factors were identified: involved in fundamental
solutions, too strong of an academic orientation, difficulty and delay in responding to regulation, short
refunding time of debt with a (somewhat) hurried market introduction.

We close with a final word on scaling-up and market introduction. The case studies suggest
the following scenarios: market introduction is followed by scaling-up; market introduction is not
followed by scaling-up due to an alternative strategic choice, namely investing in R&D; and finally,
market introduction is also not followed by scaling-up due to bankruptcy and eventually acquisition
of the spin-off (unless an acquiring firm takes the decision of scaling-up).

5. Discussion

Among young university spin-off firms in Northwest Europe, market introduction of energy
inventions is accomplished by a small majority (60%) and in most cases before the age of six. This pattern
suggests less risk at a young age, contrary to [15], but in line with learning advantages of young
age, eventually including those on risk mitigation [7]. Market introduction is also influenced by the
energy technology involved, with solar PV facing more difficulty in early years compared to wind
energy and energy-saving. Further, the combination of being active in an ‘Innovation Leader’ country
and employing rich networks provides the best position for a quick market introduction, and this
is followed by a combination of practical business orientation (as opposed to scientific/academic
orientation) and accessing substantial investment capital. In more detail, risk factors tend to be
most often connected to strategic choices and institutions and organization (networking), including,
among others, poor national policy, unfavorable refunding agreements connected to substantial loans
(financial sector), and limitations from regulations concerning emission safety and safety in public
places. As concerns of scaling-up of the new energy technology by spin-off firms, we may draw the
preliminary conclusion that upscaling is not a self-understanding next step after market-introduction.
Three circumstances tend to hamper scaling-up by spin-offs, namely acquisition, bankruptcy, and an
alternative strategic choice. Empirical results like these are a rather novel contribution of our study
to the literature. Theoretically, the study confirms preliminary understandings about first, spin-off

firms’ antecedents with emphasis on risk-related strategic choices (energy technology) (e.g., [62]);
secondly, team competence at the start from education level (e.g., [65]); and thirdly, interaction with the
regional and national entrepreneurial ecosystem, particularly in employing poor versus rich networks.
The institutional and organizational (networking) elements in entrepreneurial ecosystems turn out
to provide important risks if interaction remains weak and one-sided. So far, this has received small
attention in empirical and theoretical studies of entrepreneurial ecosystems, making our study also
novel in this respect.

Further, after exploration of the preliminary research framework which had an emphasis on
firms’ antecedents, we admit that in the next research steps stronger attention should be paid to (1)
market dynamics in the sense of emerging risks from global competition (e.g., by low-cost producers
of sustainable products/processes), and (2) risks from constraining regulation and arrangements,
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which were already addressed in the current study, but these risks require more understanding,
specifically how small firms can deal with them. The need for separate attention to market dynamics
in the framework is motivated by our results on solar PV spin-offs that suffered from competition by
relatively cheaply imported Chinese cells and panels. The need for stronger attention for regulation
(and arrangements) is motivated by our results on constraints to new combustion processes and new
construction in the public space, but also in payback regimes following substantial financial loans.
Remarkably, with regard to spin-offs’ competences, as included in the framework, against expectations,
our results indicate that experience of founders does not play an important role. This may stem from the
situation that most spin-off entrepreneurs at the time of firm start had no substantial experience with
application of the specific energy technologies and specific markets, which were new. If experienced,
they had general business experience which tended not to matter. In addition, the research framework
we used was static and calls for a more dynamic approach. For example, the timeline of important
changes (or events) (e.g., a move to diversification and extension of founding team competences by
adding a marketing specialist and influence on time of market introduction), has remained ‘under the
radar’, but can be investigated in the next step, thereby using event history analysis [114].

Important parts of our results are preliminary, originating from qualitative research, and these
call for attention to statistical generalization in the next steps of the study. Accordingly, the influence
of firm antecedents in risk-related factors, as well as scaling-up will be subject to solid testing using
our larger database. In addition, it is useful to increase understanding of the circumstances that are
beneficial at university and broader in Denmark, Finland, and Sweden; for example, the nurturing
of more basic inventions for a longer time at university before establishing a firm, among others
dependent upon shifts in universities’ rules on intellectual ownership (patents) and new incentives to
compensate scientists for ‘loss of IP’ (e.g., [101]).

With regard to policy making and management by incubators (or spin-offs themselves), we can
make the following tentative recommendation aimed at reduction of particular risks [115–117].
Firstly, adding an experienced business manager from outside to a founding team where PhDs are
the majority; and secondly, on the institutional side, negotiation of more soft conditions of receiving
substantial venture capital or loans, with special attention to refunding time that starts later or
lasts longer, thereby reducing risks of too early market introduction and potential bankruptcy.
Specific venture capital for sustainable ventures has already been developed but may require
adjustments to national conditions [14]. Thirdly, promotion of early collaboration in multiple
networks, preferably including a larger firm for joint development and design, and for eventual
internationalization. A final point is prevention of risk from delaying impact from unforeseen rules
and regulations. Particularly in sectors faced with slow procedures, real-life testing of technology
solutions needs to take place at an early time, eventually in a protected environment (testbeds)
at a university campus where regulatory barriers and solutions including adjusting the invention
or adjusting regulation can be learned [118,119]. Overall, it appears that incubation support and
training need to prepare spin-offs prior and during start to create early awareness and to better
identify risk factors and dealing with them. This seems particularly true if the aim is transformative
entrepreneurship, calling for substantial impacts in making the energy systems more sustainable,
despite the system’s resistance to change. Even in a small region of Northwest Europe, differentiation
in such support and training is required dependent upon the entrepreneurial ecosystems’ features.
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Appendix A. Simulation

Table A1. Actual survival and market introduction (till 2018).

Survival till 2018 Market Introduction No Market Introduction Totals

Survived 48 (68.6%) 22 (31.4%) 70 (100%)

Not survived 16 (43.2%) 21 (56.8%) 37 (100%)

Totals 64 (59.8%) 43 (40.2%) 107 (100%)

Table A2. Simulated (italic) by increasing number of non-surviving firms.

Survival till 2018 Market Introduction No Market Introduction Totals

Survived 48 (68.6%) 22 (31.4%) 70 (100%)

Not survived 21.6 (43.2%) 28.4 (56.8%) 50 * (100%)

>Totals 69.6 (58.0%) 50.4 (41.6%) 120 (100%)

* 50: 13 cases added

Table A3. Survival and energy technology.

Survival till
2018 Solar PV Wind Vehicle

Techn.
Adv.

Biomass
Energy
Saving Others Totals

Survived 13 (18.6%) 11 (15.7%) 6 (8.6%) 7 (10.0%) 11 (15.7%) 22 (31.4%) 70 (100%)

Not survived 9 (24.3%) 5 (13.5%) 9 (24.3%) 6 (16.2%) 3 (8.1%) 5 (13.5%) 37 (100%)

Totals 22 (20.6%) 16 (15%) 15 (14%) 13 (12.1%) 14 (13.1%) 27 (25.3%) 107 (100%)

If we simulate that the sample includes around 10 per cent more non-survivors and assume that
the market introduction rate of the additional non-survivors is similar to the market introduction rate
we measured for non-survivors in our current sample (43.2 per cent), the overall market introduction
rate would not be 59.8 but 58.0 per cent. Further, non-survival tends to be relatively strong among
solar PV and vehicle technology, but there is no reason to assume that a large number of such spin-offs
has remained beyond our scope. Our conclusion is that altogether there is no reason for concern about
non-survivor bias.

Appendix B.

Appendix B.1. Rough Set Analysis: Core Determination and Quality of Classification (Dataset 2)

The core in rough-set analysis indicates the certain condition attributes necessary to explain a
feature of the decision attribute. The quality of classification for attributes in the core in this study
equals 0.84 which is acceptable. Also, the overall quality of classification and the accuracy of two
classes equal 1.0.

Table A4. Quality indicators of the rough-set procedure.

Quality of classification for
- All condition attributes
- Condition attributes in the core (3)

1.00
0.84

Quality of classification (two classes)
- Accuracy of approximation of positive outcomes
- Accuracy of approximation of problematic
situation

1.00
1.00
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Appendix B.2. K-Fold Validation Test

In our test, the cross-validation process [111] was repeated 50 times using ‘training sets’. The final
results prove sufficient accuracy (almost 70% in total) for the obtained rules, and also indicate somewhat
higher accuracy for rules concerning positive development compared to problematic development.
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